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Abstract

1. Abstract With the advancement in modern technology, we can see a lot of changes in
day to day life. The affect of such technologies can also be seen in the art of warfare where
various countries (ethically or non ethically) is use softwares as weapon. It is beyond the
imagination of common man that how a software can be powerful enough to destroy a
nation. This essay is about one such lethal software virus called "Stuxnet" which posed as
a challenging issue for the politics, defense and technology fields. 2. Technical Overview of
Stuxnet The existence of such deadly virus which is powerful enough to destroy a nuclear
centrifuge was discovered in June 2010. It is basically a 500KB computer worm which
infected many industrial plants in Iran including the Uranium enrichment plant. The virus
was designed in a way such that it can spread rapidly from one computer through other
with or without the Internet unlike the normal computer viruses. Stuxnet was crafted in
such a way that it is quite impossible to predict and stop. StuxNet stealthily spreads
between the computers running on windows even without Internet connection, through
USB drives. Since it is much unsuspected that anyone could spread a worm in this way, it
was unpredictable till the actual damages were reported. The virus becomes functional in
three different stages: 1. First : It targets the loopholes in windows (operating system)
machines and networks and quickly replicates itself in a deeper(Penetrating deep into the
system) and broader(targeting as many as such vulnerable systems) manner.
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1. Abstract 

With the advancement in modern technology, we can see a lot of changes in day to day life. The

affect of such technologies can also be seen in the art of warfare where various countries

(ethically or non ethically) is use softwares as weapon. It is beyond the imagination of common

man that how a software can be powerful enough to destroy a nation. This essay is about one

such lethal software virus called “Stuxnet” which posed as a challenging issue for the politics,

defense and technology fields.
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2. Technical Overview of Stuxnet

The existence of such deadly virus which is powerful enough to destroy a nuclear centrifuge was

discovered in June 2010. It is basically a 500KB computer worm which infected many industrial

plants in Iran including the Uranium enrichment plant. The virus was designed in a way such that

it can spread rapidly from one computer through other with or without the Internet unlike the

normal computer viruses. Stuxnet was crafted in such a way that it is quite impossible to predict

and stop. StuxNet stealthily spreads between the computers running on windows even without

Internet connection, through USB drives. Since it is much unsuspected that anyone could spread

a worm in this way, it was unpredictable till the actual damages were reported.

The virus becomes functional in three different stages: 

1. First : It targets the loopholes in windows (operating system) machines and networks and 

quickly replicates itself in a deeper(Penetrating deep into the system) and broader(targeting as 

many as such vulnerable systems) manner. 

2. Second : Then it penetrated into the Siemens step7 software (which again is a windows based 

software), which is used to program industrial control systems. 

3. Third: It compromises the logic controllers which give the creators of the virus the access to 

spy on industrial systems and also they get to control the whole system.

More technically speaking the careful evaluation of this weapon in the cyber-terrorism world, it

exploits five different vulnerabilities [2] : LNK (MS10-046), Print Spooler (MS10-061), Server

Service (MS08-067), Privilege escalation via Keyboard layout file, Privilege escalation via Task

Scheduler.
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... In January 2010, the Iranian nuclear programme was hit by the Stuxnet computer virus [25]  a sophisticated cyber
weapon which disabled about 96% of Iran's nuclear facility's capacity. According to the Lloyds "Business Blackout"
report, the Stuxnet computer virus caused an estimated financial damage of between about US$243 Billion in immediate
and tangential economic loss, up to US$1 Trillion [26]. ...
... Although it was sophisticated in nature, its scope was limited due to prompt isolation [27] in line with digital forensic
ethics. It was widely speculated that Stuxnet was a targeted cyberwarfare against Iran as the country recorded 58.85%
[25]  of all infected systems globally. ...
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... In January 2010, the Iranian nuclear programme was hit by the Stuxnet computer virus [25]  a sophisticated cyber
weapon which disabled about 96% of Iran's nuclear facility's capacity. According to the Lloyds "Business Blackout"
report, the Stuxnet computer virus caused an estimated financial damage of between about US$243 Billion in immediate
and tangential economic loss, up to US$1 Trillion [26]. ...
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... Unfortunately these security methods have been found to not be enough to protect the devices as had been expected
and hoped. Stuxnet was the first major attack on Smart Devices, it used the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) platform to attack it's targets and is believed to have been responsible for the attack on Iran's nuclear program
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[SID14] . There have been other attacks on Smart Devices as well, however none were as noticeable or impactful to the
public as the 2015 attack on Ukrainian electrical grid infrastructure. ...

View Show abstract

... Organizations are encouraged to invest in preventive and detective control systems and other threat mitigation
technologies that can anticipate, deter or halt cyberattacks proactively. The devastating impacts of Stuxnet [20]  [21],
WannaCry [22] [23] and NotPetya [24] [25] cyberattacks on organizations with inadequate protection are still fresh in
memory. Preventive, detective and deterrent systems are very resourceful cybersecurity assets that save organizations
from the following problems: ...
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What drives the prices of arms and ammunition sold at illicit markets? Do the prices of illegal arms soar during episodes of marked
insecurity, such as conflict onset? This article seeks to advance knowledge on the dynamics and determinants of weapons prices
through the quantitative analysis of illicit arms market price data in Lebanon for the period February 2011 to September 2012. The
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